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We are now just under a year to go before 
the Vancouver Winter Olympic and 
Paralympic Games get under way when 
and Canadian athletes get the opportunity 
to compete against the world’s best on 
the biggest stage of their careers. If the 
results that we have witnessed over the 
course of this winter are any indication 
of how Canadian athletes will perform, 
we are in for some very exciting podium 
finishes in 2010.

The results we will witness will be not only 
be from the hard work by the athletes and 
coaches leading up to these Games, but 
by an entire sport system that has been 
in the planning and implementation stages 
for the past four years. The Canadian and 
Provincial sport systems have engaged 
some of the best sport practitioners in 
the country to create a support team that 
every coach can draw upon to ensure that 
their athletes peak and perform in 2010. 

The Vancouver Winter Olympics and 
Paralympics have brought to the BC sport 
system a level of expertise that we might 
not otherwise have had the chance to see. 
These experts have impacted on our sport 

system in a number of important ways. 
They have provided our provincial coaches 
with the opportunity to learn from the 
world’s best coaches, they have created 
an environment where our provincial level 
athletes truly do believe that an Olympic 
or Paralympic opportunity is a realistic 
and attainable goal, and their presence 
has created a level of excitement within 
the sport system that we have the best 
sport system in Canada. 

Although the sport system in this province 
has benefited from these Games  it is 
important that this not be a one-time shot 
in the arm to the sport system. We need 
to ensure that sport continues to leverage 
what we have been able to create and to 
provide all athletes in the province with 
the resources they will need to reach 
podium performances in years to come. 
We know that the sport system we have 
developed is working and we need to be 
able to give every athlete in this province 
the opportunity to reach their respective 
level of excellence. There is an enthusiasm 
amongst BC athletes that anything is 
possible, and we need to maintain this 
momentum. 

There will be a provincial election in May 
and it is important to ensure that sport 
remains a priority within government. 
Although the next year will be focused 
on the Vancouver Winter Olympic and 
Paralympic Games, reminding our elected 
politicians of the important long term 
benefits of sport to the  general health 
and wellness of our citizens, and of the 
impact that sport has on developing 
strong communities, is as important as 
the Games themselves.

I would encourage you to ask your 
candidates about their position on sport 
development and what their party will be 
doing to ensure that we maintain the level 
of excellence that has been created. The 
hosting of an Olympic and Paralympic 
Games is a unique opportunity to engage 
the people of the province in sport. Let’s 
not lose this chance to keep sport front 
and center with our elected officials. 
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Let’s Keep Sport Front and Center
Notes from the Executive Director

The opening of the Richmond Olympic Oval 
before Christmas, and then the “One Year To Go” 
celebrations, for both the Olympics and Paralympics, 
have brought us ever closer to the reality of what is 
going to hit this province and country less than a year 
from now.  Quite a buzz in the air!  

There is also some buzz about a more imminent 
event – the upcoming provincial election on May 
12.  Read the Clipboard article for some tips on questions you might put to the 
candidates in your local riding to ascertain their platform on sport.

You may have read a story that ran in The Globe and Mail in December about the 
triumphant return of Beijing gold medal wrestler Carol Huynh to her hometown of 
Hazelton, in Northern B.C.  It described how a local, dedicated coach, Joe Sullivan, 
started the wrestling program in the community and guided the young Huynh on 
her path to the Olympics.  However, Sullivan has retired, and with no one stepping 
up to take his place, the wrestling program has died.  It is a story that is common in 
communities across the province, meaning that there are young, talented athletes 
who may never have the opportunity to reach their potential. What a sad thought.  

And then there are stories such as the one told to me by Hazel Wadlegger, a 
coach with the Wells Gray Outdoors Club in Clearwater.  She told me about a 
local school teacher who goes through all the hassle of regularly getting her 28 
Grade Two students dressed (makes me tired just thinking about it!) and out on the 

cross country trails.  It would be a lot less work for her 
to just take them to the school gymnasium for their 
physical education.   But she, along with Hazel and 
the other club coaches, are making sure these kids 
have a great experience in the sport.  Maybe one of 
those kids will end up on a podium someday!

Congratulations to Charmaine Crooks, who added 
another honour to the long list of accolades she so 

richly deserves.  The five-time Olympian and current board member of VANOC 
and the IOC was the first woman to receive the Jack Diamond Sports Personality 
Award  at the prestigious Jewish Community Centre Sports Dinner.  The award was 
presented by her first coach, Doug Clement.  The keynote speaker for the evening 
was Mike Ditka, who spent 26 years as a player and head coach in the NFL. Paying 
tribute to his high school football coach, he said, “It was his encouragement why I 
am standing here today.”  

BC Coaches Perspective has a new Editorial Advisory Committee - Laura Pitt, Tim 
Frick and Ron Bunting - whose coaching experience and awards form a list too long 
to print here. Their input to the content and direction of the magazine is going to be 
immensely helpful.  Happy reading!

Gord May

Notes from the Editor
JAN MANSFIELD

Quite a buzz in the air! 
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Less Than One Year To Go! BC Women Named Most 
Influential Women 
in Sport and Physical 
Activity
Five of the twenty women named to the 
2008 list of Most Influential Women in 
Sport and Physical Activity are from 
British Columbia.  The list recognizes 
women who have made a significant impact 
as academics, athletes, administrators, 
advocates, broadcasters, coaches, 
executives, fundraisers, managers, 
officials, psychologists and volunteers.  

Compiled by the Canadian Association for 
the Advancement of Women and Sport 
and Physical Activity (CAAWS), this year’s 
list shows the impact of the Olympic and 
Paralympic Games.

Carol Huynh was a virtual unknown until 
she won Canada’s first gold medal of the 
2008 Olympic Summer Games.  Her win in 
women’s wrestling ignited the Canadian 
team. First introduced to the sport at 
school in her hometown of Hazelton, BC, 
she competed with the men’s team until a 
women’s team was established when she 
was a student at Simon Fraser University,

Carla Qualtrough works at 2010 Legacies 
Now as Director of Inclusion and is 
the elected President of the Canadian 
Paralympic Committee (CPC).  She 
provides a respected voice internationally 
is a member of the Legal Committee of 
the International Paralympic Committee, 
where her insights, perspectives, and 
advice are sought by leaders at the highest 
levels. As leader of the CPC, she ensured 
the voices of Paralympic athletes were 
heard within their organization through 
the formation of an Athletes Council. She 
has also worked diligently to make certain 
there are sustainable sport legacies for 
all from the 2010 Winter Olympic and 
Paralympic Games. In an unprecedented 
success, she has helped negotiate a 
guarantee of 10% of any operating surplus 
of the Games for the CPC.

Although now retired from competitive 
cross-country skiing, Olympic gold 
medalist Beckie Scott (Panorama) still 
exerts significant influence in the world of 
sport. Several national and international 

The Richmond Olympic Oval was the 
stage on February 12 for the official “One 
Year To Go” countdown to the opening 
of the 2010 Winter Olympic Games. The 
celebrations included an official welcome 
by representatives of the Musqueam First 

Nations, on whose ancestral territory the 
Oval is situated.  Olympic and Paralympic 
athletes from past games filled the stage, 
surrounding Olympic triathlete Simon 
Whitfield who waved a huge Canadian 
flag as the crowd and a huge contingent 
of international media counted down the 
seconds to 365 days to go.  

During the celebrations the International 
Olympic Committee (IOC) officially 
invited the National Olympic Committees 
(NOCs) of the world to attend the 2010 
Olympic Winter Games in Vancouver. 
IOC President Jacques Rogge called 
upon the world’s athletes to come and 
compete in Vancouver in one year’s time, 

and symbolically presented an invitation 
to the Canadian Olympic Committee, 
the British Olympic Association, and the 
Russian Olympic Committee - the NOCs 
of the next Games host cities, as well as 
the United States Olympic Committee.

Rogge said, “The Olympic Games 
engender dreams and inspiration in the 
hearts of young people everywhere. For 
athletes around the world the chance to 
compete next year in Vancouver will be 
their goal, the culmination of a lifetime’s 
ambition. I wish them all good luck, and 
on behalf of the IOC, I invite them to 
participate in the XXI Olympic Winter 
Games in Vancouver, one year from now.”  

The appearance of Olympic speedskater 
Clara Hughes along with a young girl, 
still wobbly on her speedskating blades, 
demonstrated the beginning and the 
fulfillment of an athlete’s dreams of 
competing at the Olympics.

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Coaches Association of BC 
Annual General Meeting
June 20, 9:00am – Sport Campus BC  
3820 Cessna Drive, Richmond, BC

All CABC members 
are encouraged 
to attend. 
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Campaign for Sport 
The BC sports community is being encouraged to launch a “sport 
campaign within the ‘09 campaign” in anticipation of the May 12th. 
provincial election.  At a recent meeting of sport representatives from 
various sports, Ian Bird, Senior Leader with Sport Matters Group 
(SMG), encouraged participants to question the candidates in their 
local ridings about their position on the value of sport.  He told the 
group that consistency is the key - the more times the same question 
is asked, the more likely it is to become a part of a political party’s 
platform on sport during the election campaign. 

“Sport is the most significant 
grassroots system in the country”

“Sport is the most significant grassroots system in the country,” Bird 
told the group, noting that B.C. has the strongest volunteerism and the 
largest stock of human resources in the country.  He said the sport 
system in B.C. takes the lead in the country in generating income 
through sponsorship, increased sport association memberships and 
development of philanthropy.

Bird suggested there are key issues to bring up with the candidates, 
including the economic benefits that sport brings to a community, 
the  health benefits of sport, and the community volunteers that 
sport engages. He also said that the sport community has to continue 
campaigning to make sure that promises made during the election 
campaign are carried out by those who won a seat in the legislature.

The Sport Matters Group is a collective of national, provincial, and 
community sport institutions and leaders who care about the future 
of sport in Canada and who collaborate on various sport policy issues. 
The Group has actively worked together on the Canadian Sport Policy, 
the Sport and Physical Activity Act, and on increasing the resources 
available for sport in Canada.  For more information go to www.
sportmatters.ca 

CORRECTION: BC Coaches Perspective, 
Winter 2009, Page 8:  The caption for this 
photo should have read:  Hammer thrower 
Jennifer Joyce (r) nominated her coach Dr. 
Anatoly Bondarchuk for the BC Athlete Voice 
ACE award. We apologize for the error. 

sport agencies have sought her out to 
serve on their boards, including the 
upcoming Vancouver 2010 Olympic 
Games Organizing Committee. A member 
of the Athletes’ Committee of the World 
Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) and of the 
Canadian Centre for Ethics in Sport, she 
also sits on the IOC Athletes’ Commission. 
In 2008, she was appointed to the IOC 
panel monitoring preparations for the 2014 
Winter Olympics in Sochi, Russia. She co-
chairs the advisory council of Right to Play 
Canada, and continues her commitment to 
her own sport as she embarks on a new 
role as an ambassador to attract Canadian 
youth to cross-country skiing.

As the Executive Vice President – 
Workforce and Sustainability, Donna 
Wilson is playing a key role in developing 
the culture of the Vancouver Organizing 
Committee for the 2010 Olympic and 
Paralympic Winter Games. Guiding 
the organization through its major 
hiring and volunteer recruitment, she is 
responsible for everything that has to do 
with people, relationships and its lasting 
legacy. Her impact will be felt by the over 
1,400 paid employees and nearly 25,000 
volunteers who will be part of the Games. 
Implementing the massive hiring process 
and volunteer recruitment program, she 
plays a key role in helping define and 
develop the culture of the organization 
that will present Canada on the world 
stage in 2010. 

The 2008 List also recognizes young 
women whose influence is being noticed, 
and named as “Ones to Watch”. The 
Canadian Women’s Ski Jump Team were 
cited for their legal fight to have their 
sport included in the Vancouver 2010 
Olympic Games. As well, freestyle skier 
Kristi Richards of Pemberton, BC was 
included as a result of her work to help 
others through her Supporting the Dream 
Legacy Fund.

BC Women Named Most influential women in Sport and 
Physical Activity - CONT’D FROM PAGE 4
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For many of you coaches, team managers and other 
volunteers who already give a lot of time to keeping a sports 
team or club going, the thought of having a team website is 
probably one of the furthest thoughts from your mind.  First 
of all, professional websites can cost a lot of money, and it 
takes a certain amount of technical knowledge to keep the 
website current.  However, there is an alternative that is 
not only free, but gives you access to a professional looking 
website that is easy to create, requiring no website design 
knowledge or experience.  It’s called Google Sites.  It is 
easily available through Google, probably the most popular 
web-based search engine.

Using one of Google’s genius creations our high 
performance ringette team has created a team website that 
serves as the central information resource for our coaches, 
athletes, and parents. Coaching a provincial team with 
players on Vancouver Island, the Lower Mainland and in 
the Northern League, it has proven to be a huge asset to 
the management of the program.  “I didn’t get the email” 
or “I didn’t remember” are no longer excuses. Each player 
can easily check the site for updated notices or information. 
Many of our players have set the team site as their homepage 
so whenever they turn on their computer they can quickly 
scan the notice board for any updates.

All of our coaches have control of the site and can access/
update at any time from any location. The site is secure (as 
secure as the internet is), as each athlete and parent is 
given access by logging in with their own e-mail address 
and password (they do not have to have a Google account). 
We could have chosen to make the site public, which would 
allow anyone to view it, but since it contains personal 
information, we have restricted access.

Our athletes’ parents are really happy with our website.  
They know they have access to the same information as 

their daughters, and that nothing has been given out at the 
arena that didn’t make its way home. Being able to see the 
projected and current budget allows them to keep on top of 
the team expenses.  We provide them their own personal 
account individually. 

These are some of the most 
useful features of a Google site:
The Notice Board

This is on the front page and brings attention to any 
changes/updates that have been posted to the site. 

Calendar
This includes our practice, training, and game 

andcompetition schedules, and any other relevant team 
items such as social events and birthdays. It can be shared 
with players and parents to input into their own calendars 
(Gmail, Outlook, etc.) that will instantly update itself as 
needed. 

Forms and Documents
This is a “value added” feature, that again, is free! Almost 

identical to Microsoft’s Office, it provides documents 
(Word), presentations (Powerpoint), spreadsheets (Excel) 
and forms.   Our team hasn’t printed out a single handout this 
season as all of our usual forms and documents have been 
posted online, saving both money and trees. Our documents 
include items such as the team budget (continually updated), 
tournament information, game stats and information forms.  
An example of the easy to manage forms is the Flight Form 
that the players fill out as soon as their flights are booked 
for tournaments. When a form is submitted the information 
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Meet The New Team 
“Manager”- Google Sites
By Laura Pitt
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TOOLBOX

instantly updates on a corresponding spreadsheet. This 
allows us to coordinate rides to and from the airport and 
keeps us informed about any late or early arrivals. 

We also created a feedback form that allows athletes to 
provide anonymous feedback to the coaches. This includes 
anything from thoughts on how the team is doing, questions 
they wish were answered, or ideas about plays or systems. 
They have the option to provide their name, but it does 
encourage them to ask those questions they may feel 
uncomfortable about. 

Photo Album
Along with a slideshow from each tournament, players 

can easily send in photos through a specific e-mail address 
that links directly to our Picasa Photo Album. 

The Playbook
We have posted our team’s playbook online. This allows 

us to post a notice telling players what will be reviewed 
in the upcoming practice or what systems will be run in a 
game, and they have the opportunity to review it before the 
next ice time. We also post a significant amount of our drills 
online for the same purpose, which maximizes practice time 
as the players are familiar with new drills ahead of time. 

Game Lineup
Two days before each game we post the lineup and the 

game objectives for players to see ahead of time. Players 
know what systems and plays we are running and can 
mentally prepare in terms of whom they are playing with. 

Email
The original intention of this site was to provide an 

email account for all of the coaches to use for team 
communications, so that everything could be sent from one 
account and players would only have to email one person 
(all coaches can check the same account). While this is still 
a great asset, it has almost become the least of the benefits 
considering the great accessibility created by the website. 

One of the best things about Google Sites is that it is 
continually progressing and changing.  Any time I have 
think to myself “Gee, I wish I could do ____ on this site” (I 
don’t think this very often!), it seems that Google somehow 
hears my request! Sooner rather than later that function 
becomes available. There is also a very useful forum where 
users can post requests/suggestions and look up past issues 
to resolve.

The only question I have had from someone about the 
usefulness of our Google website is about it taking away 
from the personal touch in communications with the team 
(and that from a person that doesn’t have access to the site).  
However, communicating through the website far exceeds 
the much more impersonal email communication.  Most of 
all, it maximizes the efficiency of our program and the use 
of our team staff’s time.

To find out more about Google Sites visit www.google.com/
sites. 

 
Laura Pitt is a Master Learning Facilitator, Coaching 
Consultant and co-owner of the Target Performance 
Education Group (TPEG), providing educational 
workshops for coaches and athletic development.             
 
A Level 3 certified coach, she has achieved her Chartered 
Professional Coach (ChPC) designation with the Coaches 
of Canada. She is Head Coach for Team Canada U19 West 
and Head Coach of the Lower Mainland Ringette League 
Belle AA. Laura can be reached at ljpitt@gmail.com                                
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A strong provincial team system in athletics, along with good coaching, are producing 
new provincial and national athletics records set by B.C. athletes, and good results 
nationally and internationally.

“We have some excellent coaches in 
the province who are developing these 
young people not only into provincial 
athletes but also onto the national and 
international stage at a young age,”  
says BC Athletics’ provincial coach Ron 
Bunting.

Bunting, who is also the coaching 
education coordinator for BC Athletics, 
says programs are being delivered 
across the province, including smaller 
communities, to train volunteers 
and assist them to become certified 
coaches.  Additional learning facilitators 
are being brought on board to help with 
the process.

Brian McCalder, President and CEO 
of BC Athletics, says that in the 34 years 
he has been with the provincial sport 
organization the biggest changes he 
has seen is the amount and access to 
information.  “It’s like night and day,” 
says McCalder, noting that there are 
so many more opportunities now to 
bring coaches together for collective 
discussions.  BC Athletics puts 
approximately $25,000 - $30,000 into 
coaching education and professional 
development in any one year to deliver 
courses, and to subsidize coaches to 
attend the national technical congress 
in athletics, he says.

While the level of coaching at the 

sport and club level is good, McCalder 
says there is still some way to go at the 
high performance level.  “I don’t think 
we have the number of coaches that we 
need to have, coaching at that level, in 

order to have the impact that we think 
we can have, based on the number of 
athletes in the program,” he says.  “We 
need to raise that high performance 
coaching level.” 

Full implementation of the NCCP 
Competition Development in athletics is 
expected to be achieved by September, 

2010.  There were 345 coaches 
registered with BC Athletics in 2008.  

McCalder says that, besides the 
strength of its coaching program, B.C. 
has one of the best provincial team 
programs.  It is the only province 
that sends a provincial team to the 
national championships.  The other 
provinces send teams from individual 
clubs.  That strength is augmented by 
careful consideration of the make-up 
of the coaching staff.  Bunting says 
an equitable ratio of men and women 
is aimed for, as well as equity in skill 
level.  New people are brought in to 
work with more experienced provincial 
team coaches who share their expertise 
at the national championships. “We try 
to not only ensure athlete development 
through the age groups but we also do 
that with our coaches,” says Bunting.

BC Athletics is also playing a pivotal 
role in developing the harmonization of 
athletics events for various age levels.  
They are meeting with other provincial 
athletic organizations, using Canadian 
Sport For Life (CS4L) as a guide, 
to determine what events are best 
introduced at the younger age groups 
and moving away from having young 
athletes specialize too soon. “What we 
are doing for kids across our country 
is a very positive thing,”  says Bunting.  
Compromise and looking at the bigger 

Maureen De St. Croix, coach with Ocean Athletics Club 
in Surrey. Photo by Don Brown

On Your Mark With...
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picture is key, says Bunting, who is also 
working to get schools on the same 
page as the provincial club structure.

The bigger picture is also apparent 
from the inclusiveness of athletics 
competitions.  Both Special Olympics 
and Wheelchair Athletics are 
autonomous organizations, but are 
aligned with BC Athletics when it 
comes to multi-sport games.  B.C.’s 
team at this summer’s Canada Summer 
Games in Prince Edward Island will 
consist of 50 able-bodied athletes, five 
Special Olympics athletes and three 
wheelchair athletes, along with nine 
coaches and managers.  The Special 
Olympics provincial championships this 
summer will run concurrently at the 
same facility as the BC Track & Field 
Championships, which also includes 
wheelchair athletes. 

Inclusiveness in althetics also 
extends to coaching. Bunting, and BC 
Wheelchair Athletics provincial coach 
James Hustvedt, are part of a pilot 
project coming up in Winnipeg that 
will train club coaches in throws and 
wheelchair racing.

Hustvedt says coaching clinics for 
wheelchair athletics are pretty sparse. 
Another challenge is that the number 
of wheelchair athletes is low.  In some 
smaller communities there might be 
only one person who wants to do the 
sport.  What the pilot program will do 
is expose club coaches to wheelchair 
athletics coaching.  “It will take 
good athletic coaches that have the 
knowledge of coaching and energy 
systems and bring them up to speed 

on some of the subtleties for coaching 
wheelchair athletics,” says Hustvedt. 
“It’s the integration everyone wants 
to see – wheelchair athletes training 
alongside able-bodied athletes.” 

Likewise, Special Olympics coaches 
have been taking the opportunity to 
upgrade their skills with BC Athletics 
coaching courses. “It has been 
extremely valuable to our coaches.  
They are bringing lots of tools and 
resources back so they can better train 
their athletes to be more competitive,” 
says Cari Peters, Manager of Sport 
Development for Special Olympics 
BC.  “We have amazing coaches in 
our organization who have no sport 
background but have taken the courses 
and have really worked at it to be 
knowledgeable in their sport.”

Athletics is a big draw for Special 
Olympics athletes, who have cognitive 
difficulties.  There are currently between 
500-600 active in the sport.  Peters says 
it is an easy sport for all ability levels.  
She says the Special Olympics program 
also finds the Run Jump Throw Program 
very useful.  It is a core skills program 
for children ages 6-12 that teaches 
them the basics of all sports. Headed 
up by former track star and Olympian 
Thelma Wright, it provides workshops 
for teachers, community programmers 
and coaches to enable them to deliver 
programs in a safe, fun and fair way.  The 
aim is to instil a lifelong love of sport in 
children.  Wright says she is looking at 
bringing the program to the Vancouver 
Children’s Festival in May which is 
attended by about 5,000 children.  “But 

I need instructors, so I need to train 
people that really understand that if 
children can get core skills in a fun 
and safe environment, we are going to 
create a whole bunch of new athletes.”

Meanwhile, McCalder says that in 
the over 30 years he has been with BC 
Athletics he  has seen increased annual 
budgets backed up by increased funding 
resources such as sponsorship, 
membership fees, non-government 
agency support  and direct and indirect 
government support. It’s what is driving 
the coach and athlete development 
opportunities, he says.  The 2010 Winter 
Olympic and Paralympic Games have 
also had a spinoff.   “I think we got some 
sympathy money because we aren’t a 
winter  Olympic or Paralympic  sport,” 
he says.  “The increase in awareness 
also helps summer sports considerably.”  

Learn more about athletics in British 
Columbia.
BC Athletics: www.bcathletics.org

Wheelchair Athletics: 
www.bcwheelchairsports.com/sports

Special Olympics British Columbia:- 
www.specialolympics.bc.ca

Ron Bunting, Provincial 
Coach and Coaching 
Education Coordinator 
for BC Athletics. 
(Photo by Heston Kan)

Paralympic wheelchair racer Kelly Smith

On Your Mark With... BC Athletics
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Communication 101 for Coaches 
The fundamentals of adapting and connecting with athletes

by Shauna Grinke

Some athletes are motivated by 
competitive goals – the desire to 
win; some are inspired by personal 
“bestmanship”, some “learn by doing”, 
while some understand and learn 
best with an analytical approach to 
dissecting the task at hand.  How can 
a coach use style preference clues to 
get the most from each athlete, and 
to develop a team of high-performing 
individuals? 

“A coach needs to 
be able to connect 
with a diversity of 
communication and 
learning styles of 
athletes.”

Sport psychologists are familiar with 
the work of Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung 
(1875 - 1961) and the development 
of preference typology across the 
continuums of extraversion/
introversion and thinking/feeling.  
Even without the depth of training 
of a psychologist, any coach 
can benefit from a fundamental 
understanding of these Jungian 
preferences cf. Jung, 1921/1971 
a) within themselves and their 
athletes.  

 Understanding that every individual 
is unique, and the purpose of 
psychological typology is not to classify 
human beings into categories, there 
are practical guidelines that can help 
a coach adapt his or her own personal 
style to become more effective at 
connecting with his or her athletes.  

In his conceptual model of 
psychological typology, Carl Jung 
theorized that individuals differ in the 
way they orient themselves to the world, 
the way they make decisions, and the 
way they perceive information.  The 
differences come from the interaction 
of functions (or mental processes) and 
personality attitudes.  At the basic

level there are two key functions - 
thinking and feeling, and two attitudes 
- extraversion and introversion.  

Thinking & Feeling
The functions of thinking and feeling 

are those that characterize how people 
make decisions.  Within sport teams, 
athletes are continually required to 
make decisions relating to issues such 
as strategy implementation, developing 
tactics, or even how to approach a 
coach or teammate for feedback.  With 
a thinking preference, decisions are 
based on logic, whereas with a feeling 
preference, decisions are based on 
values and individual worth.  

Coaches need to have a broad skill set.  In addition to a strategic and tactical understanding of  the sport, and 
knowledge of  equipment and fitness/conditioning, a coach needs to be able to connect to the diverse communication 
and learning styles of  their athletes. 

figure 1
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Introversion & 
Extraversion

Jung differentiated between the 
attitudes by the direction of “psychic 
energy”. With introversion  the direction 
is toward the internal world (the self), 
and, as such, an individual with a 
preference for introversion could be 
perceived as reflective, reserved, quiet 
or cautious.  With extraversion, the 
psychic energy is directed outward, and 
as such, individuals with an extraverted 
preference may be perceived as 
flamboyant, action-oriented, talkative 

or bold.  In isolation, the attitudes 
are insufficient to determine our 
behavioural, emotive or cognitive 
preferences.

In isolation it is in combination 
with our functions of thinking, 
feeling, sensing and intuition that our 
personality preferences are shaped.  
That said, everyone has both sides of the 
extraversion/introversion continuum.  
A coach that can understand his/her 
own preference, and adapt that to the 
style of each of their athletes, will be 
more likely to make a connection with, 
and get the best performance from each 
athlete, and the team as a whole.    

An example of how different 
preferences may not “connect” can 
be illustrated by this scenario:  A 
team captain may choose to provide 
performance feedback to a rookie.  If the 
team captain comes from a thinking/
extraversion preference, s/he may 
deliver specific feedback in a direct way.  
If the rookie has a feeling/introversion 
preference, s/he may perceive the well-
intentioned feedback in a negative way, 
and feel that his or her value to the team 
has been questioned.  

A fundamental model that can be 
learned and used effectively by coaches 
uses Jung’s work and represents the 
attitudes and functions across two axis, 
into a diagrammatic quadrant format, as 
depicted in Figure 1.  

In practical terms, if an extraverted/
thinking coach (top right side of the 
quadrant) is seeking to engage and 
motivate an introverted/feeling player 
(bottom left side of the quadrant), the 
coach would need to temper his or her 
naturally assertive, bold style to be 
more patient and encouraging. 

Effectively connecting with athletes 
is a key skill for coaches.  If a coach 
doesn’t have the resources to engage 
the skills of a sport psychologist there 
are still ways any coach can delve 
deeper into this fascinating topic.  It 
starts with self-awareness, and continues 
with a curiosity to understand others, 
and ends with a rich relationship that 
benefits all.    

REFERENCES

1. Beauchamp, Mark R., Maclachlan, 
Alan & Lothian, Andre M. (2005).  The 
Sport Psychologist. (pp. 19, 203 – 220) 
Communication within Sport Teams:  
Jungian Preferences and Group 
Dynamics ( Human Kinetics Publishers, 
Inc.)  

 
Shauna Grinke is an Accredited Practitioner 
of the Insights Learning & Development 
system – a practical model of Jung’s 
preference typology.  She is an experienced 
business coach, certified by the Centre for 
Creative Leadership.  For more information 
visit www.insightsvancouver.com.  Contact 
Shauna at info@insightsvancouver.com
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Physical Punishment of Children 
in Sport and Recreation
By Ron Ensom and Joan Durrant

Physical punishment of children 
and youth is receiving converging 
attention from once-divergent 
perspectives and interests, i.e., 

research, human rights, health, 
education, and, more recently, 

sport. The voices of youth are 
finally being sought and heard.

The Canadian Joint 
Statement on Physical 
Punishment of Children 

and Youth, a comprehensive 
review of research on physical 

punishment, concludes “that the 
physical punishment of children 
and youth plays no useful role in 
their upbringing and poses only 
risks to their development.”1

The UN Convention on the Rights 
of the Child, signed by Canada, 
states that “[nations] shall take all 

appropriate legislative, administrative, 
social and educational measures to 
protect the child from all forms of 
physical or mental violence ... while in 
the care of parent(s), legal guardian(s) 
or any other person who has the care of 
the child.”2 The UN Secretary General’s 
Study on Violence against Children 
examines the particular consequences 

of physical punishment and urges 
prohibition by all nations of “all forms of 

violence against children, in all settings, 
including all corporal punishment.”3

The Canadian Paediatric Society 
“recommends that physicians strongly 
discourage disciplinary spanking and all 
other forms of physical punishment.”4

Educators5 across Canada are 
disseminating research evidence that 
physical punishment has a significant 
negative impact on students and 
schools. Abuse of youth in sport from 
an education perspective has recently 
been examined in Abuse in Youth Sport: 
What Schools Can Do.6

Sport leaders7 are acting to ensure 
that Canadian children and youth 
participating in sport and recreation 
programs are better protected from the 
exploitation and abuse that was once 
often known to adults involved in the 
sport sector, but largely unknown to 
the public. It should be acknowledged, 
at this point, that many people view 
abuse and physical punishment as two 
very different things. Many parents, 
and some professionals, will assert that, 
while abuse of children is abhorrent 
and that abusers should be charged 
with assault, physical punishment is 
not assault and parents should retain 
the legal right to use it. (The Supreme 
Court of Canada ruled in 2004 that 

Physical punishment of  children and youth is receiving converging attention 
from once-divergent perspectives and interests, i.e., research, human 

rights, health, education, and, more recently, sport. The voices of  youth 
are finally being sought and heard.
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teachers may no longer legally use 
physical punishment.) There is, 
however, compelling research evidence 
that from the standpoint of risk of injury 
specifically and harm generally, the two 
cannot be distinguished.8

The voices of Canadian youth are 
captured in Seen, heard and believed: 
What Youth Say About Violence.

“[Youths’ voices] reflect the 
astonishing fact that most of the violence 
young people experience is in the very 
places they should be safest, with the 
very people who should be protecting 
and caring for them every day.”9

At the core of the research, human 
rights declarations, advice from health 
and education professionals, and 
youths’ accounts of their experiences is 
the notion of harm. But, what is harmful 
to children and youth – and through 
its impact on them to those they will 
encounter in their lives and ultimately 
to their communities – has not been 
well understood until recently.

“But, what is harmful to 
children and youth... has 
not been well understood 
until recently.” 

The Joint Statement summarizes 
research published before 2004: “... 
physical punishment places children 
at risk for physical injury, poorer 
mental health, impaired relationships 
with parents, weaker internalization 
of moral values, antisocial behaviour, 
poorer adult adjustment and tolerance 
of violence in adulthood.”1 Research 
published since 2004 reinforces and 
extends these findings. Of particular 
concern to educators and parents is 
more evidence that physical punishment 
is strongly linked to bullying, and that it 
is associated with restricted cognitive 
development and poorer academic 
achievement in young children.10

What are the implications of this 
growing body of knowledge for the 
sport and recreation sector?

While few adults involved in sports 
programs would support coaches 
punishing children by hitting them 
to hurt them, many adults would be 
understandably uncertain about just 
what counts as physical punishment. The 

Joint Statement includes in the definition 
of physical punishment “forced physical 
exertion.”1 In sports parlance, would 
“Drop and do 10!” for a youth arriving 
late for practice or “Wind sprints ’til you 
drop!” for disappointing performance 
count as physical punishment? Two 
tests – intent and consent – can assist 
in distinguishing between physical 
punishment and legitimate physical 
exertion.

Intent: There is a crucial distinction 
between demanding performance of 
an activity intended to cause physical 
discomfort/pain or humiliation solely 
to punish and requiring performance 
of an appropriate training activity that 
may have some associated physical 
discomfort/pain to build athletic ability 
(endurance, strength, speed). Forcing 
physical exertion intended to hurt a 
child physically or humiliate him/her in 
front of coaches and peers is punitive. 
Requiring the physical exertion inherent 
in appropriate training intended to build 
a child’s athletic ability is not punitive. 
By intent, “Drop and do 10!” is punitive 

if push-ups are not a part of regular 
training and the purpose of the demand 
is solely to cause physical discomfort 
and/or humiliation.

Consent: Participation in sport 
and recreation should always turn 
on the informed consent of children 
and parents. Assuming there is a 
fair description of the program that 

includes what is expected of a child and 
what she/he and a parent can expect 
from the program, few children would 
join or parents permit their joining if 
it were known that participants would 
have to perform painful activities, with 
no athletic benefit, as punishments for 
behaviour or performance displeasing 
to their coach. When children and 
parents consent to participation, they 
are agreeing to learning skills in a 
supportive environment. 

They are not consenting to the 
punitive infliction of discomfort/pain 
or humiliation. Once in training, a 
child’s participation must continue to 
be voluntary. Participation is based on 
mutual and ongoing agreement – with

coaches they will come to know and 
program administrators they may never 
meet – to help a child achieve his/her 
athletic goals.

For far too long, too many trusting 
children and youth have been subjected 
to and harmed by the punitive and 
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Goal Setting
Goals come in all shapes and sizes. 

Some athletes want to represent their 
country at the Olympics, some want 
to make provincial championships and 
some just want to become more fit. One 
thing that all goals have in common is 
they all involve a process.

This is where athletes have the 
opportunity to learn about almost all 
of the characteristics listed above. One 
thing that can be done every season is to 
give the athletes goal setting packages 
that include what their long term goals 
are, what their short term goals are and 
questions about the process they will 
go through to reach them.  Athletes 
have to use self awareness to identify 
what they have to improve.  They focus 
on the effort that is required and once 
they state their goals they become 
accountable to themselves every day in 
practice.

Team Building
Swimming is an individual sport, 

but athletes cannot accomplish their 
goals without the help of others. In an 
individual sport it is important to teach 
each athlete on the team that they help 
each other accomplish their individual 
goals. One of the ways to do this is by 
running activities that involve the entire 

Coaching Character
By Jeff  Grace

Coaches in youth athletics often talk about how sport helps participants grow into better people. They 
profess that athletes develop things such as a strong work ethic, responsibility and accountability, 
ability to work as a team and the value of  self  awareness and self  improvement. This is very easy to 
say, but how do the youth involved in sport learn these characteristics?  There are several different 
strategies coaches use to accomplish these goals. This article discusses a few of  those strategies.

14

team, such as movie nights and rock 
climbing.  But one of the most effective 
team building exercises is to run full 
team practices where all of the athletes 
from five to seventeen years old come 
together and participate in activities 
including partner coaching, games and 
relays which all require team work to 
achieve success. 

Questioning
For athletes to increase their self 

awareness and accountability a very 
effective strategy is questioning. It is 
easy for a coach to tell athletes what 
they are doing wrong, what they need 
to change and what they need to do to 
accomplish that change, but by doing 
this the coach is not always giving the 
athletes the opportunity to develop self 
awareness or accept accountability for 
their actions. 

On a regular basis, instead of just 
correcting an athlete, take the time to 
ask them questions. Where is your hand 
entering the water? Are you doing six 
fly kicks off your wall? Did you descend 
on that repeat? By asking questions 
like these it engages the athletes in the 
process. To answer these questions 
they have to use self awareness. When 
the coach is asking them questions they 
learn that they have to be accountable 
for their actions.

Using practical exercises on a 
consistent basis gives athletes the 
opportunity to learn more than just 
sporting skill.  These are ways that 
coaches can “coach character”.  

Jeff Grace is Head Coach of the Hollyburn 
Hurricanes Swim Team in West Vancouver.  
He can be reached at swimteam@
hollyburn.org
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exploitive behaviour of some of the 
adults who train them and administer 
their programs. In recent years, the 
fact of this betrayal of children and 
youth has received increasing attention 
(e.g., Human rights in youth sport: A 
Critical Review of Children’s Rights in 
Competitive Sports11) and steps taken 
to prevent its continuation.

The old sport adage that you should 
“respect your opponent” is being 
reframed by the action of Canadian 
sport leaders to create among coaches 
and administrators the imperative to 
“respect your kids.” Many initiatives 
and organizations – among them the 
Canadian Centre for Ethics in Sport, 
Coaching Association of Canada, 
Coaches of Canada, and Respect in Sport 
– are tackling the issues. The Canadian 
Policy on Prohibited Conduct in Sport12 
and companion National Code of 
Conduct,13 for example, give substance 
to the imperative that children and 
youth in sport and recreation programs 
across Canada must be assured that 
their trust, and their parents’ trust, is 
well placed.
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Ron Ensom, M.S.W., RSW, is a social 
worker and consultant with a longstanding 
interest and practice in child protection. 
www.cheo.on.ca/english/4220.shtml; 
www.cheo.on.ca/francais/4220.shtml 

Joan Durrant, Ph.D, is a child-clinical 
psychologist and professor of Family Social 
Sciences at the University of Manitoba.
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New SportsFunder Game Adds 
To Coach Education Subsidy

Coaches in the province continue 
to benefit from the proceeds from 
SportsFunder, a portion of which is 
directed to the education of coaches in 
the province.  Many of those coaches 
have never before had the opportunity 
to access training right in their own 
community.   For example, 11 softball 
coaches in Salmo were able to take the 
Introduction to Competition course, 
which will also be offered in the 
Gibsons-Sechelt area later this year.  

In Tumbler Ridge a Level 1 Track and 
Field course attracted 11 participants 
consisting of school and community 
coaches and students.  It was the 
first ever such course offered in the 
community.  “As the kids become more 
competent we need to become more 
competent ourselves,” noted organizer 
Linda Helm.  Newly trained coaches 
then put their skills to use at a kids 
camp which resulted in some of the 
participants going on the represent the 
zone at last year’s BC Summer Games.

Anita Ott, Club Coordinator for the 
Okanagan Gymnastics Centre said 
eight of their coaches were able to take 
the Level 1 Trampoline course because 
of the SportsFunder coaching subsidy 
they received.  “Many are students 
and their funds are very limited.  I am 
hoping that this funding will continue 
as I get more students coming through 

that want to coach,” says Ott.  The Port 
Alberni Gymnastics Club was able to 
pay for more of their staff members to 
take the Level 1 Tech course because of 
the subsidy.

Ski clubs across the province have 
also been taking advantage of the 
funding to ramp up the sport’s number 
of trained coaches.  Alpine skiing 
coaching course facilitator Leslie Clark 
has been cris-crossing the province 
over the past few months helping to 
certify entry level coaches through 
the  Canadian Ski Coaches Federation, 

helping to build a base of coaches for 
the future of the sport.  Because of 
funding from SportsFunder, she was 
able to travel to communities that the 
British Columbia Alpine Ski Association 
couldn’t otherwise afford to send her 
to, and local coaches were able to attend 
the courses at a quarter of the normal 
cost.

Clark, who has been training coaches 
off and on for 15 years, says she has 
seen what a difference SportsFunder 
has made to increasing the level of 
coaching. “The difference I see is the 

number of people we can put through 
the courses in remote areas.  For our 
sport that is huge, in terms of getting 
good people into it and maintaining 
good programs,” she said.  “The ski 
clubs really see a resurgence of interest 
once we have been there.”  

Billy Blewett, president of the 
Smithers Ski Club, said a coaching 
course held there at the end of 
December was aimed at getting 
some younger blood into the 
coaching community.  “The 
SportsFunder subsidy 
made a huge difference.  
If the course hadn’t been 
subsidized I don’t think we would 
have had one person sign up.  We’re just 
really happy there are grants out there 
because there isn’t a lot of money in the 
communities at the moment,” he said. 

“It is really important to have coaches 
that are certified because they have 
been taught how to motivate their 
kids and how to plan their lessons 
to help the kids develop their skills.  
Without a trained coach you always 
hit barriers and progression is slow,” 
said Blewett.

 According to Bruce Goldsmid, 
CEO of the British Columbia Alpine Ski 
Association, SportsFunder is probably 
the best long term program in terms 
of coaching development in the 

Exclusive Vancouver 2010 Olympic Winter Games ticket packages, GM vehicles, Air Canada trips and Panasonic 
prizes are available to be won with SportsFunder’s new Countdown to 2010 Olympic lottery Game. Approximately 
70 percent of  the proceeds from the lottery go to amateur sport.  “This is about having a better province and a 
better community,” said VANOC CEO John Furlong at the launch of  the new SportsFunder game. 

“Without a trained coach 
you always hit barriers 
and progression is slow,”
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BC Coaches Selected 
For Internship Program

 

Two BC Coaches are among 20 chosen 
from across Canada to participate in 
the 2008-2009 Coaching Internship 
Program (CIP).  The program, run by 
the Coaching Association of Canada 
(CAC) offers subsidies of $12,000 to 
enable sport organizations to hire 
these young professionals for coaching 
positions leading to permanent, full-
time employment.

“The most important by-product of the 
CIP has been providing opportunities 
for full-time coaching to scores of young 
Canadians,” said CAC Chief Executive 
Officer John Bales in an announcement 
of the participants.  “Working with 
experienced and committed mentor 
coaches, the interns hone their skills, 
gain valuable practical experience, and 
in, many cases, are able to build careers 
in the coaching profession.”

Grant Brehaut is the head coach of 
the White Rock Divers in Surrey, and 
one of six provincial diving coaches.  He 
qualified three divers for the age group 
national championships and coached 
three double gold medallists at the 2008 
BC Games. 

As a competitive diver, Grant was 
the Canadian senior synchro gold 
medallist and the National Association 
of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) gold 
medallist on 1m and 3m in 2003, setting 
a NAIA record on 3m. He repeated as 
NAIA 1m and 3m champion in 2004, 
setting a new 1m record and breaking 
his 3m record. In 2005, he was once 
again the top 1m and 3m performer 
and again broke his 3m record. Grant 
was the NAIA Diver of the Year in 2003, 

2004, and 2005. In 2004, he was Dive BC 
Senior Athlete of the Year and won the 
BC Premier’s Athletic Award in 2003. 

 “My ambition in the next few years is 
to coach divers at the junior and senior 
national championships and have them 
finish in the top six on the 1m, 3m, and 
10m boards, becoming a regional coach, 
coaching at a national training centre, 
and running a developmental program 
for younger divers that will pave their 
way to a strong future in diving,” says 
Brehaut.

Danielle Langford has been 
Assistant Coach of the Simon Fraser 
University Women’s Basketball Team  
in Burnaby since 2005.  From 2000 to 
2005, Danielle played for SFU, winners 
of the national championship in 2002 
and 2005. She was the team’s captain for 
three years and was MVP at the 2005 
national championship. She represented 
Canada as a member of the junior 
national team in 2000 and competed at 
the 2005 Universiade. 

“I want to coach elite-level athletes 
as they pursue their dreams. I am 
interested in working on skill 
development as well as injury 
prevention and providing one-on-one 
training to optimize feedback as well 
as group training at the national level,” 
says Langford.

For more information about the CIP 
go to http://www.coach.ca/eng/
grants/interns/index.cfm. 

province.  “We might not see the effects 
for maybe a decade but that doesn’t 
matter because the quality of coaching 
and the leadership skills these kids 
are getting because of SportsFunder 
have long term benefits.  Aside from 
the sports aspect, it helps to build 
better British Columbians with great 
leadership skills,” says Goldsmid.

Triathlon is another sport where 
funding has made a huge impact. “We 
have gone from having no certified 
triathlon coaches at some clubs to 
now having had 155 people who have 

completed the community 
coaching course,” says 
Les Pereira, Presiden tof 
Triathlon BC.  ”I can 
safely say that is more 
than any other province 
in Canada  We are the 

leaders of triathlon 
in the country, in 
great part, due to 
funding.”

Pereira, who 
was instrumental 
in getting a 

c o m m u n i t y 
coaching program 

up and running, says 
the weekend course 
being offered helps 
fulfill the need for 
more grassroots 
coaches. He said that 
since clubs only have 
to pay 25 percent of 

the usual cost of the 
course, they are now able 

to send a lot more coaches 
for training. As soon as people 

found out they could get safe, 
trained coaches for $65 per 

person, they took advantage. 
“The timing of the money we got 
from SportsFunder couldn’t 
have been better.  It’s a great 

bang for the buck!” he said. 
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Manager of Coach Education Notes
Chantelle Reinkins

A new year has begun and is in full force.  I don’t know about you, but 
it has been a fast start out of the gate this year and I feel like I’m still 
running at full speed.  There seems to be so much going on this Spring 

and everyone seems to be working extra hard just to keep up.

Amidst all this activity, the quote that I’ve included below is one that helps me to 
remember that we can only do what we can do, and if we take the time to rest, we can 
start again the next day.  I believe this is especially true for coaches! From planning for 
training sessions, to ensuring hotel rooms are booked for an upcoming tournament, to 
researching relevant team building activities available in order to create that needed team 
chemistry, your job is never ending.  The number of hours a coach spends on all the 
details of creating a team/athlete goes way beyond the “on field” practices and games.  
A coach’s job is never complete.  I believe that coaches can do only what they can do.  I 
know that many of you don’t necessarily coach for a living but do it for the love of the 
game.  There’s so much behind the scenes work that I hope athletes can recognize the 
hard work and hard decisions their coaches need to make in order to keep the whole 
group (or individual athlete) on a successful/developmental path. Thanks again for your 
commitment coaches! 

The NCCP is on the move again, with Theory 3 no longer available in BC.  We recently 
held a Learning Facilitator training session for those selected for the new Competition-
Development context.  This elite group of facilitators was trained in January and we are 
currently underway with the implementation of the Competition-Development context 
in BC. Check out the details of the new program on the CABC website under the course 
schedule, where you will also find the dates of the courses as they are confirmed. 

“A man/woman can do only what he/she can do. But 
if he/she does that each day he/she can sleep at night 
and do it again the next day.” (Albert Schweitzer)

Upcoming Events
May 1 - 3, 2009 
2009 BC Soccer Conference  
Capilano University, North Vancouver 

The annual weekend-long conference is 
aimed at providing valuable educational 
and informative tools for coaches, referees, 
and soccer enthusiasts. Registration for 
the 2009 BC Soccer Conference is now 
available at www.bcsoccerconference.net. 

May 23 - 24, 2009 
2nd. Annual Northern Coaching 
Conference, Pacific Sport Northern BC 
University of Northern British 
Columbia, Prince George 

The main focus of this conference will be 
mental training including teambuilding 
and debriefing for team and individual 
sports. Early Registration Fee (before 
May 1) - $50.

Contact: Ashley Klippenstein; (250) 960-
5347; aklippenstein@pacificsport.com

More information: www.pacificsport.com 

Changes to NCCP 
The NCCP Theory 3 has now been 
officially phased out and is no longer 
available. A schedule for delivery of 
the six new Competition Development 
modules is being developed, with some 
dates and locations already confirmed 
(see NCCP Course Schedules, Page 19). 

This NCCP context is designed for 
coaches who are coaching to refine 
basic sport skills, to develop more 
advanced skills and tactics and are 
generally preparing for performance 
at the provincial and national level. 
These sessions are interactive and bring 
together coaches from different sports, 
which provide an increased value to the 
learning environment. All participants 
completing this training will receive a 

credit in the NCCP, which is a recognized 
national standard in coach education.

Coaches wishing to complete all of the 
training in the Competition Development 
context will need to complete six multi-
sport modules and a number of sport 
specific modules.  The six modules are: 

•	Coaching	and	Leading	Effectively	

•	Developing	Athletic	Abilities	

•	 Leading	Drug-free	Sport	

•	Managing	Conflict	

•	 Prevention	and	Recovery	

•	 Psychology	of	Performance	

The modules will be available as either a 
package or as stand-alone modules. 

Prerequisites:
For the Developing Athletic Abilities 
module there is also an ‘on-line’ 

component that coaches must complete 
before attending this course. This will 
generally take an additional 2 hours to 
complete prior to taking the module. 
Completion of this on-line component is 
mandatory before attending the course.

Coaches beginning training in the NCCP 
Competition Development context must 
first complete training and/or evaluation 
in the Planning a Practice, Design a 
Basic Sport Program, and Make Ethical 
Decisions modules in the NCCP. These 
three modules serve as a necessary 
foundation for the additional modules in 
this context.

For a complete description of the modules 
and the latest updates to the course 
schedule go to the CABC website at:

www.coaches.bc.ca/nccp/schedule.
html#CompDev
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For more information and a complete listing of NCCP courses around the province go to the CABC website at: www.coaches.bc.ca

Competition - Introduction Part A 
Modules Included - Make Ethical Decisions,  
Planning a Practice and Nutrition
**If you are required by your sport to take only specific multi-sport modules and not the full Part A 
or B package, please contact the CABC to request module specific courses in your area.

Dates  Location Host Agency Phone #
  Click on image for More Information
Mar 27, 28, 2009  Prince George Pacific Sport-Northern BC (250) 960-5348
Mar 28, 29, 2009  Nanaimo Pacific Sport-Vancouver Island (250) 740-6572
Apr 17, 18, 2009  New Westminster Douglas College (604) 527-5472
Apr 18, 19, 2009  Vancouver Langara College (604) 323-5322
April 24, 25, 2009  Dawson Creek City of Dawson Creek (250)784-3604
May 2, 3, 2009  Victoria Pearkes Recreation Centre (250) 475-5400
May 9, 10, 2009  Vancouver Langara College (604) 323-5322
May 30, 31, 2009  Surrey Tong Louie YMCA (604) 575-9622
Jun 12, 13, 2009  New Westminster Douglas College (604) 527-5472
Jun 20, 21, 2009  Vancouver Langara College (604) 323-5322
Jul 25, 26, 2009  Vancouver Langara College (604) 323-5322

Competition - Introduction Part B 
Modules Included - Design a Basic Sport Program, 
Teaching and Learning and Basic Mental Skills
**If you are required by your sport to take only specific multi-sport modules and not the full Part A 
or B package, please contact the CABC to request module specific courses in your area.

Dates  Location Host Agency Phone #
Mar 28, 29, 2009  Nanaimo Pacific Sport-Vancouver Island (250) 740-6572
Apr 4, 5, 2009  Surrey Tong Louie YMCA (604) 575-9622
Apr 17, 18, 2009  New Westminster Douglas College (604) 527-5472
Apr 25, 26, 2009  Vancouver Langara College (604) 323-5322
May 1, 2, 2009  Prince George Pacific Sport-Northern BC (250) 960-5348
May 23, 24, 2009  Vancouver Langara College (604) 323-5322
May 30, 31, 2009  Victoria Pearkes Recreation Centre (250) 475-5400
Jun 12, 13, 2009  New Westminster Douglas College (604) 527-5472
Jun 13, 14, 2009  Surrey Tong Louie YMCA (604) 575-9622
Jun 27, 28, 2009  Vancouver Langara College (604) 323-5322
Aug 8, 9, 2009  Vancouver Langara College (604) 323-5322

Make Ethical Decisions Module Only
(Competition-Introduction context)

This is NOT the online evaluation. This is only the course to prepare for the evaluation if you have 
taken the “old” Theory 1 course or if you haven’t taken it as part of the Introduction to Competition 
Part A course.

Dates  Location Host Agency Phone #
None scheduled at this time.

Competition-Development
The NCCP Theory 3 has now been officially phased out and is no longer available. Coaches are now 
required to complete Competition-Development modules as outlined below.

Langara College, Vancouver (Online Registration Only)

HOST AGENCY: Coaches Association of BC

Leading Drug Free Sport - CANCELLED  Mar 6, 2009
Coaching & Leading Effectively - CANCELLED  Mar 7, 8, 2009
Prevention & Recovery - CANCELLED  Apr 4, 2009
Psychology of Performance - CANCELLED  Apr 5, 2009
Developing Athletic Abilities  May 1, 2, 2009
Managing Conflict    May 3, 2009

Pacific Sport, Kamloops (250-828-3583)

HOST AGENCY: Pacific Sport Interior
Leading Drug Free Sport  Apr 23, 2009
Coaching & Leading Effectively  Apr 24, 25, 2009
Prevention & Recovery   Apr 26, 2009
Managing Conflict    May 7, 2009
Developing Athletic Abilities  May 8, 9, 2009
Psychology of Performance  May 10, 2009

Homestudy
The Home Study program is designed for those coaches unable to attend a course in their area. 
Upon registering, the course material will be mailed to the coach. The coach will then complete the 
workbook and submit it to an NCCP Learning Facilitator to be marked.

Part A, Part B Coaches Association of BC Online registration only at 
  www.coaches.bc.ca

Part A, Part B  Douglas College 604-527-5492

Theory Level 3 Western Leisure Consultants – Eric Broom 604-731-7066 
**Available until March 31, 2009 based on material availability**

Make Ethical Coaches Association of BC Online registration only at 
Decisions Module*  www.coaches.bc.ca
(*NOTE:This is NOT the online evaluation. 
This is only the materials toprepare for the evaluation.)

Introduction to Competition Equivalency
Equivalency for Introduction to Competition Parts A and B (under the new NCCP 
program)is not available. Once a sport has fully integrated to the new NCCP 
program, coaches will be able to go right to the certification process of being 
evaluated, without taking the Introduction to Competition Part “A” and “B” 
courses if they feel they are qualified to do so. Please note that this will only 
be available once a particular sport has fully integrated to the new program 
and that most sports are quite a ways away from reaching this point.

To find out what stage of progress your sport is at, please visit the Coaching 
Association of Canada Sport by Sport Tracking Summary webpage or contact 
your provincial sport organization.

Make Ethical Decisions
You may have completed your NCCP 
Introduction to Competition - Part A course 
(either in a classroom or through home 
study), but there is one more crucial step in the process of receiving coach 
certification. All coaches who have completed Part A, or the singular Make 
Ethical Decisions module, must complete the online Make Ethical Decisions 
evaluation for certification. The evaluation can be accessed through the CABC 
website, and is available to you once you have received a Coaching Certification 
(CC) number from the Coaching Association of Canada.

Soon, all coaches who were certified under the old Theory 1 course will also 
need to complete the Make Ethical Decisions evaluation to maintain their 
certification. It is strongly suggested that those coaches order the Make Ethical 
Decisions module from the CABC to help them complete it successfully.

Coach Amanda
Confused about what kind of training you need to 
become a coach in your sport of interest? Check out 
Coach Amanda!

The Coaching Association of Canada has developed 
an on-line tool to help coaches identify which coaching context is right for 
them and which workshops they need to become identified as “Trained” or 
“Certified” in a particular sport. Answer a few simple questions and the tool 
will generate the coaching context that best suits your needs as a coach and 
the needs of your participants.

Find Coach Amanda at  . Under the NCCP Information menu, click on “What 
is NCCP”.
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